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RESPONSIVE ARCHITECTURES
Prototyping components and processes for the built environments of the late digital age
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Abstract. Real-time supply of computational power into built environments enables to re-address questions of user experience, comfort
and building performance. This presentation discusses the features of
responsive architecture through the example of a ‘programmable window’ that was designed and deployed in a prototype house, in Trento,
N. Italy. In the example the parts and functionalities of building skins
were revisited, to integrate advances in electroactive materials, information communication technologies and control systems engineering.
Keywords. Electroactive materials; model-based control; programmable windows.

1. Introduction
Technological innovation runs always ahead of its integration into everyday
experience. This is particularly true in architecture where a large number of
inventions need to be tailored together in order to impact the experience of a
user, and the performance of a building. Also, architects and designers require time to digest technical innovation before being able to extrapolate
new applications for it, and clients demand robustness. Hence, there is a
time-gap between innovation and the exploitation of its full potential into the
built environment. This time-gap is occupied by prototypes, experimental
assemblies, which are not considered to be actual products. Prototypes involve physical experimentation and testing, but also speculation and brainstorming, in which a new ecosystem of ideas is generated, making the eventual integration of a technology to become thinkable.
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This paper presents an integrated application of computational design
featuring electrically activated materials, information communication technologies and control systems, in a prototype Connected Sustainable Home
(CSH) that was implemented in Trento, N. Italy. The CSH prototype integrates 4 technologies: (1) passive high thermal mass materials, (2) actuated,
digitally controlled materials, (3) HVAC systems that make use of clean, renewable, but intermittent energy sources, and (4) model-based control. The
vision motivating this research was the hypothesis that real-time supply of
computational power into the built environments will radically change their
attributes, similar to how electricity had profoundly affected them in the 19 th
century. The main implication will be the development of new tectonic
standards, supporting precise adjustment of living comfort and performance
in sensitive response to the conditions and the preference of the inhabitants,
through real time management of the built envelopes and systems.
Early applications of Computer Aided Design (CAD) enabled digital
generation and fabrication of built forms leading architecture towards previously inconceivable modes of physical manifestation, but also often towards
unreasonably high levels of geometrical complexity (see for example Mitchell 2005). Another approach deployed simulation tools to predict the performance of envelopes in order to generate more effective designs (Kolarevic
and Malkawi 2005). The involvement of computation in these CAD applications confined the use of digital aids in the process of conception, construction and performance simulation of designs, leaving aside how the computational power delivered into the built environment could affect architectural
space. Today a new family of prototypes calls for more integrated approach
to computational design (Kotsopoulos et al. 2012a, Cardoso et al 2014). It is
now possible to design and implement components whose aesthetic presence
and performance can be readjusted in real time. Hence, the designer’s task is
no longer only to develop forms, but also processes and experiences by tailoring programmable technologies in efficient and exciting ways. In the past
4 years we had systematically examined the architectural elements of houses
– the wall, the floor, the window, the ceiling etc. – under the light of these
new developments, seeking to achieve on one hand drastic gains in energy
efficiency, and on the other an integrated approach that suggests a fresh departure of design thought. The basic aspects of our vision were captured in
the implementation of a geometrically minimal, modular house envelope for
the prototype CSH in Trento, N. Italy. The envelope is built with natural materials and minimum mechanical parts, it uses renewable energy, but also is
taking full advantage of what the digital world has to offer, to provide a living environment that responds to the flux of the natural conditions and human behaviour in non-intrusive, and aesthetically pleasing ways.
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2. Background
The CSH integrates passive and active technologies. The passive component
is a wooden prefabricated, high-tech structure, built in a way that is more
economical, light, and environment-friendly than conventional construction.
A multi-layered system of natural materials was used for thermal conservation and insulation, providing a calculated U value of 0.150 W/m2 K, so that
the performance of the envelope meets the passive standards (Kotsopoulos et
al 2012b). The active component includes numerous systems: A matrix of
programmable windows features electrochromic glass and Poly Dispersed
Liquid Crystal (PDLC) film that can be adjusted to provide ventilation and
view, or tinted to enable precise management of solar radiation; A solarpowered cogeneration plant supplies electricity, hot water, and heated/cooled
air (Crema et al 2012); A wireless network of sensors (WSN) provides information about occupant activities, biometrics, temperature, humidity, illuminance and airflow, and a model-based control system (p-Sulu) provides
real time optimization by employing resources as efficiently as possible. The
control tracks the states of all systems, reasons “on the fly”, and performs
reconfigurations (Graybill 2012). Following the principles of the Web of
Things (WoT) paradigm (Guinard et al 2010) an HTTP server sets the devices and the information generated by them into a network, where can be accessed by the users and the control (Kotsopoulos et al 2014a).
At the performance level, the design exploits the passive capacity of the
envelope to store heat. The thermal storage capacity, which is also called
conservative mode of environmental management (Banham 1969) is combined with the selective mode of environmental management that enables to
selectively admit exterior elements through the programmable windows. The
regenerative mode of environmental management restores favourable conditions at the expense of electricity, through artificial systems of lighting, heating and cooling. Finally, a new mode of environmental management was introduced, the responsive mode, which provides sensitive adjustability of
performance "in response to" the given conditions. The responsive mode
minimizes the use of regenerative systems by exploiting the conservative
capacity of the envelope through optimized operation of the selective system.
At the user-experience level, three missions of interface design were
identified and challenged (Kotsopoulos et al. 2014b): a) Interfacing between
interior and exterior aims at overcoming climate variability at minimum energy cost. The control of the CSH drives the house systems to attain autonomous, responsive, and interactive modes of operation. The autonomous
mode enables the systems to adapt to the changing conditions, to supply optimum long-term performance without requiring explicit user input. The re-
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sponsive mode enables the systems to adjust their states to counterbalance
any of the daily activities may compromise the long-term optimization plan.
The interactive mode enables the systems to engage with external stimuli,
and human gestures, in real time. b) Interfacing between the private and
public domain allows negotiating the boundaries between inside and outside.
Without prescribed states the south curtain wall of the CSH functions as a
matrix of programmable apertures enabling the residents to determine how
and to what degree they will engage with the public street. c) Supporting individual expression allows satisfying personal disposition. Since numerous
façade configurations meet the performance goals at all times, it becomes
possible to satisfy aesthetic preference. The set of configurations was treated
as a pattern language and it was mapped through the conventions of a grammar that accounts for the performance and symmetry of the façade patterns
(Kotsopoulos et al 2014c). In this way, comfortable conditions are always
maintained, while a wide range of patterns is formed.
3. Programmable windows
The features of the programmable windows of the CSH, which are presented
here, re-address some fundamental questions of user experience, comfort,
and performance, leading to the re-evaluation of the parts and functionalities
of building envelopes and skins. A typical window is an opening that allows
the passage of light, air, and sound. Windows are glazed, or covered in some
transparent, or translucent material like float glass. Manually operable windows provide ventilation, or remain closed to exclude inclement weather.
But new materials and control capabilities can add new subtleties to windows. By controlling the solar transmittance of the windowpanes it is possible to precisely adjust interior illuminance and temperature. The transitions
of programmable windows, optimally operated, can contribute to the reduction of energy consumption. Further, PDLC films and suspended particle
displays can eliminate the need for blinds and shutters. Last but not least, automated operable windows can enforce spontaneous social interaction. Windows equipped with such features provide novel means of environmental
management and can revolutionize user experience and building aesthetics.
3.1. DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY
A 3 x 9 matrix of operable, independently addressable windows 700 mm x
700 mm in size (Figure 1) covers the south elevation of the CSH. This programmable curtain wall exposes a wide area of glass 2.60 m (height) x 6.90
m (length) to the sun, operating as a filter between exterior and interior.
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Figure 1. A programmable curtain wall covers the south elevation of the CSH featuring a 3 x
9 matrix of operable, independently addressable windows 700 mm x 700 mm in size.

Each windowpane integrates an electrochromic overlay and a PDLC film,
enabling the adjustment of sunlight, heat, and view. The windows are
opened with electronic actuators so that the permeability to air flow can be
adjusted. Varying the number and the distribution of the actuated windows
on the façade affects the performance and the aesthetic presence of the house.
Each window integrates the features of blinds, or louvered grilles on the material surface of the windowpane, thus eliminating the need for extra mechanical parts. Challenging the purpose of the standard curtain wall motivated the design. Standard, inoperable curtain walls enclose air-and-sound
sealed interior environments: they restrict the interaction with the public
street, they neglect the urban context, and they are energy intensive, since
they require support by artificial lighting, cooling and heating. The design of
the programmable window was influenced by our ethnographic studies, indicating that the principal facades of buildings in Trento, Italy, obtain strong
public importance. The programmable windows aim to respond to these
deep-rooted expectations, pointing to original tectonic possibilities without
disregarding its consequences in environmental management.
Each window incorporates a triple glazed pane 43 mm in thickness. The
exterior glazing is a 6 mm in thickness SageGlass tempered pane, on which
an electrochromic coating is applied. This pane is followed by a 12 mm Argon-filled gap and a second 6 mm in thickness clear tempered pane. It follows an Argon filled gap of 6 mm. The third interior glazing is a 10 mm in
thickness glass-pack involving two Isoclima-Isolite clear panes with a PDLC
film applied in between. The window frames are made with Fiberglass and
they are thermally insulated (Figure 2, left).
The electrochromic layer can be switched into clear or obscured state
without ever blocking visibility, but it can also attain intermediary states of
tinting. The SageGlass allows controlling the tint level within a four-valued
scale 0%, 6%, 20% or 100%. The unpowered state of the glass is clear. In
the obscured state the windowpanes absorb the unwanted solar heat and
glare and in the clear state maximize the incoming sunlight and heat. The
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electrochromic coating of the SageGlass consists of five layers of ceramic
material. Two transparent conductor (TC) layers sandwich an electrochromic
(EC) layer, an ion conductor (IC), and a counter electrode (CE). The physical process that is used in the activation is electrical. Applying a positive
voltage to the TC in contact with the CE causes lithium ions to be driven
across the IC and inserted into the EC layer, causing the glass to attain its
obscure state. Reversing the voltage polarity forces the ions and electrons to
return to their original layer, causing the glass to return to its clear state. Low
voltage power is required during the entire transition time from one state to
another. The power consumption ranges from 0.4 W/m2 (average), to 2.5
W/m2. The transmittance value (τ) to the visible light varies from 62% for
idle glass, to 2% for obscured glass. The U factor, indicating insulating performance is high, ranging from 0.29 for idle glass to 0.28 for obscured glass.
The particular glass has been tested for 100,000 tint/clear cycles under thermal and solar exposure (Figure 2, right, down).
The PDLC film can be in a translucent or a clear state to enable control of
visibility and view. The PDLC film by Innoptec that was used in CSH consists of two outer layers of polyester film (PET), coated on the inside surfaces with a transparent conductive layer. The total thickness of the film is 365
(+/-10) μm. Electrical bus bars are placed all alongside two opposite edges
of each panel. The PDLC film switches between a translucent state in which
visibility is blocked, and a clear state when alternating electric field is applied to the bus bars. The two states correspond respectively to a random
alignment, and a well-ordered alignment of the liquid crystal molecules of
the conductive layer (Figure 2, right, up).

Figure 2. Left: Section diagram of the windowpane. Right: Section diagrams of the PDLC (up)
and the electrochromic (down) layers.

The PDLC film can also attain variable tinting based on sensory input.
Unlike the case of the electrochromic glass, the unpowered state of the
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PDLC film is opaque. Hence, constant application of the alternating field is
required in order preserve the film in its transparent state. The operating
ranges of the film are 60 VAC (50 Hz) from -10°C to +50°C. The power
consumption is <7 W/m2. The transmittance value (τ) to the visible light is
>70% when the PDLC is in transparent state and <1% when is in opaque
state. Light haze <7% appears in the transparent state. The U factor value,
indicating the insulating performance, is poor, 0.7.
A WSN serves the real time monitoring of the windows and supports the
decision-making system. Each 3 x 3 window-matrix includes multiple sensors tracking: a) airflow b) temperature and humidity, c) illuminance and
motion, d) biometric readings. All sensors operate at a high sampling rate
(cc1 minute), except from motion sensors that are motion triggered.
3.2. AESTHETICS AND PERFORMANCE
Adjusting the tinting of 36 windowpanes on the façade enables the management of solar exposure at the house interior. Of these 27 can be automatically opened by precise degrees so that the permeability to air flow can be adjusted. Cross ventilation is achieved if windows oriented towards south and
north, are simultaneously open. The windows are managed by p-Sulu, without interfering with each other. But, at a local level each window is driven
by its own low-level electronics. A low-level Sage control manages the
on/off state of the electrochromic panes, while a relay circuit manages the
PDLC film. Chain actuators (C20 TOPP) automate the window opening. The
communication between low-level and high-level control is achieved
through serial ports. The windows are organized in three 3 x 3 partitions. A
distributed network of 3 circuit boards, each controlling one partition, is used.
Each circuit board drives 9 chain actuators, and 9 relays, including a communication module, connecting to the server. A microprocessor on each
board processes the incoming commands sent from the server and transmits
control signals to the corresponding actuator. Each window unit transmits
and receives data through the house network. An HTTP server communicates with the control that can access or modify the state of any device. The
server uses a spectrum of protocols to communicate with each device, namely: a) The Sage protocol is a serial, low-level protocol, defined by Sage Electrochromics to control the electrochromic layer; b) The Arduino protocol is
the serial protocol that we developed to enable communication with the Arduino boards of the façade. c) The KNX protocol enables communication
with the KNX products permitting to access the state of the sensors.
The responsive character of the CSH makes it essential that it adapts flexibly to the behaviours of the residents. Existing control systems are limited
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to reactive modes, where a user directs a system. Although more advanced
systems are available they lack the capacity to predict change in weatherconditions, or user-behaviour. For example, the standard ProportionalIntegral-Derivative (PID) systems receive a single temperature point as input
and operate reactively to maintain it. More sophisticated deterministic Model
Predictive Control (MPC) systems can receive multiple set points, but they
are not reliable in serving the full spectrum of a user’s needs. In contrast to
systems operating in reactive mode, our system p-Sulu operates in predictive
mode: it receives a detailed representation of schedules and desired comfort
ranges (i.e. state constraints in a continuous domain) and plans over these.
This capability is called goal-directed planning with continuous effect
(Graybill 2012). Input models of the programmable windows, the rooms, the
heating, and the energy system support the state estimation prediction algorithm providing a layer of control abstraction. The performance goals are
expressed in terms of a plan of desired states, rather than details on how control actions should achieve these states. This model-based approach simplifies the control. Overall, p-Sulu takes a threefold approach: a) it minimizes
the use of artificial lighting, heating and cooling by adjusting the incoming
solar radiation; b) it exploits the thermal capacity of the envelope to store
heat; and c) it assists the man-to-machine and machine-to-machine interaction. Preliminary simulation results indicate that the system leads to significant energy savings. In the simulations p-Sulu was implemented in C++ and
trials were run on a machine with a Core i7 2.67 GHz processor and 8 GB of
RAM. A disturbance wt drawn from a Gaussian distribution with standard
deviation σin t = 0.5 °C was also introduced. The simulation was based on a
resident schedule that spans a week. Two standard models were considered,
for comparison: (1) a PID controller that minimizes error based on a pre-set
temperature of 21 °C, and (2) a deterministic MPC control, which handles
flexible temporal constraints, but cannot handle probabilistic constraints.
Figure 3 shows the simulation results for January 1 (left) and July 1 (right)

Figure 3. Temperature simulation results for January 21 (left) and June 21 (right).
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First, our system was compared to the PID to evaluate the level of performance of p-Sulu in association with the current baselines in energy saving.
Second, p-Sulu was compared to the deterministic MPC to demonstrate the
robustness to failure that arises from risk-sensitive control. PID control
achieves and maintains the desired temperature point (21 °C) at all states, but
at higher energy cost. The MPC control plans right to the edge of the constraints, often violating (fail) constraints when a disturbance is introduced.
The p-Sulu respects the user determined safety margin. Table 1 presents the
results of the Monte-Carlo simulation on a weeklong scenario, averaged over
100 trials each with Δ = 0.1 (Δ represents the risk the resident is willing to
take that the temperature may become uncomfortable).
Table 1. Comparison of energy use and failure rate in a comparative simulation of a traditional PID control and deterministic MPC control versus the p-Sulu model-based control.
winter

summer

energy (J)
p-Sulu

1.93 × 10

4

PDI

3.97 × 104

MPC

1.65 × 104

fail

spring

energy (J)

0

3.47 × 10

4

0

4.17 × 104

0.29

--

fail

autumn

energy (J)

0

3.37 × 10

4

0

3.98 × 104

--

3.09 × 104

fail

energy (J)

fail

0

3.81 × 10

4

0

0

3.99 × 104

0

0.30

3.81 × 104

0.34

p-Sulu yields energy savings of 42.8% over the PID controller during
winter. During spring, summer and autumn, p-Sulu yields 15.3%, 16.8% and
4.4% energy savings, respectively. These culminate into an overall average
of 19.8% in yearly energy savings (Graybill 2012). The deterministic MPC
control also achieves 58%, 22% and 8% energy savings compared to the PID
controller during winter, spring and autumn, respectively. The difference in
energy savings between p-Sulu and the PID controller is significant. But, pSulu results in lower savings compared to a deterministic control because it
requires operating within safety margins, to satisfy the chance constraints.
However, note that Sulu did not complete the summer simulations due to infeasibility of the planning problem caused by exogenous disturbances.
3.3. Discussion
This presentation examined the features of responsive architectures, through
the description of a prototype ‘programmable window’ and the sensing and
control systems that support it. The window was deployed in a full-scale prototype CSH in Trento, N. Italy. It is likely that in the future the use of programmable building components and algorithmic methods of sensing and
control will attain higher degree of influence in the design and implementation of buildings. If the city is turning into an increasingly connected system,
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buildings are turning into responsive cells, full of automated devices. But the
propagation of automated devices does not guarantee the optimization of
their performance. A holistic approach – mitigating the requirements of the
various systems and envelopes – will be indispensible to achieve sustainability. Scaling the above capacity at the level of a community of “responsive
ecosystems” could optimize energy consumption on the grid, and change
peoples’ attitude towards sustainability. Our prototype is a proof of concept
that serves as a laboratory of ideas and applications enabling human-centric
automation and yielding drastic reduction in energy consumption.
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